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) ABSTRACT
,.
r·

One of the most prevalent components of noise created

by an aircraft engine i"s fan noise. One of the major

causes of this noise is the wake from a fan blade. This

wake ·impinges upon a downstream stator causing unsteady

lift and noise generation. This thesis examines the

possible use of trailing-edge blowing from the fan .blades

to decrease the wake deficit caused by the blades, thereby

decreasing the generated noise.

Experimentation was done on

water channel. A fully turbulent boundary layer was

created upstream of the trai ling-edge of the blade.

trailing-edge blowing was done through two different

trailing edge configurations: (1) a single slit; and (2) a

double slit. In both cases, the blowing was done at six

different rates. The rate of blowing was increased to and

beyond the level where a momentumless wake was created.

E~perimental measurements were taken using scanning

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and an ensemble-averaging

technique, which used Taylor's Hypothesis, ln order to

generate turbulence data. Data generated included velocity

pr~files, Urms and ~rms profiles,Reyno;lds stress profiles,

and instantaneous vorticity and velocity fields.
#

Primary comparisons with rotor blade wake data showed

the water tunnel model to be an accurate test model for a

rotor blade.

The s i ngle-sl it trai ling-edge demonstrated a remarkable

transformation when blowing was raised to~the- momentumless

tended towards values

Lower blo·~ing rates had

All measured quantities

corresponding to a uniform flow.

much smaller effects.

The double-slit trailing-edge proved ~o be a more

leve I.

complex flow case with somewhat less uniform flow generated

1
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at / near the most effective blowing rate. The various

------turo1iTence c.fliaIlt it i es were attenuated- in-ad-ifferent

fashion than f6r the case of the single-sli~.

In general, trailing-edge· blowing effectively

attenuates the wake deficit of a model rotor blade. This

at't_~IlJJ_Cktjon will reJiuce engine noise at the blade passing

frequency. In order to minimize the amount of blowing

required to achieve attenuation of the wake deficit,

further investigation of alternate trailing-edge

conf igurat ions is caU,J::l_g5o_~_~_._~_.__..._

2



Similar federal regulations,

INTRODUCTION

One of the. primary tasks an engineer faces In the

acoustic design of a jet engine is the reduction of noise.

This problem is becoming more and more prevalent due to the

imposition of local ordinances to prevent noise pollution

in areas neighboring airports.

are also in place.

The noise created within a jet engine consists of

severa-I--compon-ents--caused-by-differen"t parts--e:f-the--engi-ne.------

The various components of the noise occur at different

frequen€i'ies, and affect regions at varying distances from

the plane. Some of these components inc 1ude compressor

noise, combustion noise, turbine noise, fan exhaust noise,

jet noise, and the primary concern of this paper, fan inlet

noise.

The fan in 1et no 1 se amounts to a 1arge part of the

total no i se c reatecl by the jet eng i ne . It persists for a

long distance, primari ly In the regions In front of the

plane, and is-' especially prevalent at take-off. Its

aud i b 1 e frequency spectrum shows several intense peaks of

high frequency noise while the plane is taking off.

Beyond using sound absorbing materials to control a

part:of this noise, Pratt-\vhitney has begun investigations

of more' active methods of nOIse control that rely on an

understanding of the fluid-dynamic interactions that cause

the noise. The major cause of the fan inlet noise is the

,downstream,effectof,the w.akes_created by the blades of the
. "- - t:'" ",

first inlet' fan of the engine. These wakes travel

downstream and cause the stator blades of the engine to

experience unsteady lift, causing them to radiate noise.

One of the primary investigations into this phenomena

was done by Kemp and Sears (1955). This work considers the

1a



effect of the vi.scous wake created by a single stator blade

on a downstream rotor blade. It reI ies on past empirical

work to predict the nature of the viscous wakes emanating

from a cascade of blades, and then utilizes thin airfoil

theory to - predict the forces and moments felt by the

.downstream blade. It concludes that the lift felt by the

downstream blades is nearly proportional to -the profi Ie

drag coefficient of. the upstream blades. An analogy can

easily be drawn to see the effect a large fan inlet blade

--cQu-lcl-h-ave-- on-the downstr_eam Sj:;~!-91.' blades. This is

important due to a general trend in the industry--~:~rds

larger inlet sections and larger inlet fans.

Kuethe (1972) considers the problem from a different

viewpoint and proposes the use of trai ling-edge vortex

generators to aid in mixing the wake fluid with -the

freestream, thereby decreasing the wake deficit of the

upstream blades. A decrease in this deficit should affect a

proportional decrease in the unsteady 1 ift felt by the

downstream blades. He concludes that increased mixing

caused' by the vortex generat i on decreases the downstream

def i cit and al so suppresses the format i on of the Karman

Vortex street over a lArge range of Reynolds number.

effects are beneficial.

Both

The primary thrust of this investigation will be to

seek reduction of the wake deficit caused by the first row

of fan blades, w-NJh the intent i on of reduc i ng the engi ne

noise. The, technique to be used to reduce this deficit

- Qillinvolve-irijection of fluid from thetrail-ing-edge-of a

model blade. This fluid will add momentum to the wake of

the blade, depending on the velocity and mass flow rate of

its i nj ect ion. This project seeks to investigate the

effects of various injection rates and physical injection

configurations on the downstream wake of the model blade.

This investigation will be performed in a water

2a



channel test facility with a model- to be described

subsequently. The model will involve generation of a

turbulen.t bo.undary layer upstream of the trai ling-edge in

accord with the conditions that would be present within a

jet engine.

The overall objective of this investigation is

determination of the mean velocity and turbulence

downstream of the model blade, primari ly using Particle

ImaglVe-r<,cimetry.

3



oJ
PREVIOUS THEORETICAL STUDIES

,F'

The wake of an object in a 'fluid is characterized by a

region of low velocity within the shear flow. This region

constitutes a momentum deficit, which in turn is related to

the drag of the object. In concept, momentum could be

added to the fluid In this region to offset the deficit.

The wake downstream of th~ b.ody would then be a

t momentumless wake.

theis

of twois the prediction

One characte r i st i cwake.

solutionof this

of thecharacteristics

In Tennekes and Lumley (1972), the problem of a self

propelled body is considered. A self-propelle'd body

trave 1 i ng at constant speed, such as 'a torpedo, adds just

enough momentum through its propulsor to overcome the

momentum loss' a$sociated with its drag. A theoretical

analysis'of this problem is made difficult by the fact that

the momentum integral disappears due to the zero net

momentum, negating the standard self-preserving wake

analysis. To overcome this problem, the very approximate

assumption that eddy viscosity, vt ' is independent of

vertical position within the wake of the body, is made by

Tennekes and ~umley (1972). Their analysis proceeds

through a solution of the momentum equation for turbulent

flow, which assumes self-,preservation of the velocity

deficit.

The result

streamwise decay of the centerline velocity deficit of the

wake, Us' The othe r i nvo 1ves the spread i ng of the wake

half-width, l. This distance, I, represents the distance

from the centerline of the wake to the point at which the

'.Jake deficit h~l~~hecenterlin~e_-__

(See figure 1.1.) For the wake of the self-propelled body,

Tennekes and Lumley predict the streamwise decay of the

deficit, Us, to be of the order of Ax- 3 /
4

, where A is a

4



FIGURE 1.1:

_u; l
Ho.lf-Ididth
of wo.ke, L

J

The Wo.ke Deficit

Several other models have been'proposed to predict this

behavior. They will be detailed only briefly here.

5



Finson (1974) makes an analogy between. the behavior of a

momentumless wake and the effects found ,in homogeneous grid

turbulence. He theorizes that the flow possesses the

combined characteristics of the grid turbulence, along with

some eff~cts common to free-shear flow. He predicts Us to

be of the order of x-1 . 636, and I to be of the order of
j,

. ·x-O-.2. -76 . l ' b dThesere'Su tsa:;re"ol~imlted to axisymmetric - 0 i e s .

Other theoretical methods rely on the use of a

(1987) uses suchturbulent energy model.

a mode 1 and seeks

Dmitrenko et. al

verification by comparison with

experimental results. Fair agreement was found in

predicting Us, but poor agreement existed for many of the

other predicted quantities. Hassid (1980) proposes a model

that shows fair agreement with previous results. He

predicts Us to be of the order of x-1.27. This model is

addressed again In the primarily experimental work of Park

(1989) .
, ,

Park extends tl:J,e concepts to deduce the extreme

difference turbulence production between the

momentumless wake and the pure wake. He theor izes that

this may be one of the primary effects contributing to the

difference in their decay rates. Swanson and Schetz (1975)

perform an analysis based on a kinetic energy method, again

reporting agreement with experimental data.

6



PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

For the purpose of experimentation, the momentumless

wake concept is best thou.ght of as the combination of a

pure-wake flow and a jet flow. T~nnekes and Lumley (1972)

state that the presence of even a small component of

Jmomentum within the nearly momentumless wake will cause the

profiles to appear either wake-like or jet-like. This

behavior ftloes become app~rent when attempting to tune the

wake deficit. Another well-noted experimental ef-fect. is

the momentumless wake's ability to "remember" its source of

generation. Unlike a pure wake, the characteristics of a

momentumless \vake are greatly affected by the method j;:.hat

was used to generate the momentumlesswake. This has

prompted many experimenters to investigate the use of

different physical arrangements for generating momentumless

wakes.

Some of earliest experimental work involving

momentumless wakes was done by Ridjanovic (1963) and '''ang

(1963) in their thesis work at the University of Iowa.

This work was continued by Naudascher (1965). The work In

these exper iments was done us ing a disk wi th the center

removed. Fluid was introduced through the center of the

ring, adding momentum into the wake. The research presented

was extensive, and extended up to 130 disk diameters

downstream. Naudascher concludes that the downstream flow

from the disk can be divided into two basic regions. The

region closer

characteristics

tu the

of a basic

disk is

turbulent

dominated

shear flow.

by the

Further

downstream, the characteristics turn to those found In

__________~--jd~e~c"ca~y~j~n~g~h~omugeneous turbulence. He reports Us to decay as
. 2 --
x- for the momentumless wake .of the disk, versus a pure

wake decay rate of the order of x-
2

/
3

. Similarly, the half-

7



widtrr, I, is reported to grow as x
1

/
5

_.for the momentumless

wake, and x
1

/ 3 _.for the pure wake.

involving an axisymmetricAnother investigat ion,

was per_.formed by Schetz and .Jakubowski (1980) .

body

They

examined data taken _.from a body in a wind tunnel, _.first

providing no added momentum, and then adding momentum using

a' propeller, and then a jet. The propeller and jet were

us~d to create momentumless wakes, which proved to be quite

di_.f_.ferent in their nature. The jet-prope lled mode 1 showed

'the highest level o_.faxial turbulence intensity with a

slower decay rate than the propeller-driven model. They

also note that the results di_.f_.fer _.from those o_.f Naudascher,

again, lending credence to the ~omentumless wake's ability

to "remember" its method o_.f generation.

Schooley and Stewart (1962) examine the wake o_.f an

axisymmetric, sel_.f-propelled body within a strati_.fied

medium. They note a signi-.ficant di_.f_.ference in the

generated. wake.

wake collapses

Under a vertical

vertically, and

density

spreads

gradient, the

horizontally,

_.forming waves in the medium.

Higuchi (1977) uses a tube mounted axially in the _.flow

in order to _.form a momentumless wake. Fluid ejected _.from

the open end 'o_.f the tube was used to balanc'e the momentum

loss caused by the wake of the tube i tse l_.f . The ,,,ork

demonstrated that artificial boundary layer thickening

along the shear sur_.faces o_.f the tube (caused by specially

mounted rims) caused the turbulence to decay more quickly.

He also provides _.flow visualization o_.f the eddy structures

generated by the tube.

______~ ""S....L'-'OCUm'_'e_ _'_o'_'_.f_::the_e ar 1 i e ~rt:;__.\·10 r k 0 n mome nt urn in j e c t ion fro m a

two-dimensional body was done by Wood (1964). \vood's work

was done using a standard airfoil which was equipped to

r-------tb}.,l!,-~ir from its t rai li n~-"'e'-'.'--_T-"'·-"'h...,e"------'t"-'r'.-:a~i~l'_'i~n~gL-~e::.:d~g~e:......_.-=.:w:...::a:::::s~ _

blunt;" \vood states that the drag of

8



the airfoil decreased with an increased amount of aIr flow

from the trailing edge. He asserts that the drag reduction

is caused by the bleed flow's ability to offset 'the

formation of the instability caused by the separated,shear

layers. He also notes a decrease in the trai,l,ing-edge

vorticity. Although he finds an optimum bleed rate, at

which the drag appears to settle to a reduced level, he

makes no mention of the concept of the momentumless wake

within his work, nor does he address the concept of adding

momentum to'the flow through the base bleed.

\.Jood (1967) performed similar water-based visualization

work. He concluded that the fluid ejection from the

trailing edge displaces the formation of the vortex street

away from the body. It also decreases the strength of the

vort ices, but does not affect the i r rates of decay. He

proposes that the 'vorticity created along the trailing-edge

of a body without any blowing serves only to mix the dead

fluid within the wake with the higher speed fluid above it.

'''hen base blow,ing IS used, the mixing IS done by shear

between the two layers, therefore decreasing the vorticity.

Bearman (1966) performed very similar work to Wood. He

demonstrated that the vortex street disappeared at the

proper rate of trailing-edge blowing, only to appear again

further downstream. Neither Wo'od nor Bearman achieved a

momentumless wake.

Motallebi and Norbury (1981) perform wind tunnel tests

on an airfoil equipped with training-~dge blowing, at free

stream velocities ranging from M=O.68 to M=1.3. They

provide measurements of base pressure and Spark-Schl ieren

photographs demonstrating the effect of the base blowing on

the Karman vortex street. For transonic flO\" , a small----------
amount of base bleed resulted in the relocation of the

vortex motion downstream, decreasing the base pressure. As

the bleed r ate iller eased, "the vOl tex IllotiollS were founel Jco

9



disappear near the point at which the maximum base pressure

was predicted. Bleed rates beyond this point caused the

Tormation of pairs of vortices: one drawing its vorticity

Trom the shear layer, and the other alternately drawing it

Trom the bleed air. At higher bleed rates, the bleed

i tse 1f becomes superson i c as it progresses away Trom the

base. At this bleed rate, two vortex streets form, as the

vortex formation becomes increasingly dominated by the

presence of a central jet.

were noted .

At 1'v1=1.3, similar phenomena

.... . __._.- ..-~-

Perhaps the previous' research most applicable to this

project is that oT Park (1989). Park utilized airToil-like

bodies with various injection schemes, to create

momentumless wakes within a wind tunne 1. Park's

measurements include downstream measurements of wake decay~.

smoke visualization, and turbulence measurements.
/"

In the visualization results, pure-wakes, momentumless-

wakes, and jet-wakes are compared Tor each of three

different trailing-edges.
.- ..".

One trai 1 ing-edgehad a single

slit across its center through which fluid was ejected.

Another had an asymmetric slot, and the third edge had two

slots' on oppos i te s ides of the center line. His results

centered sl it demonstrated a reduction of Us as

an increase of half-width, I, as xO. 3 , and a

In Reynolds stress, u'v' as x- 1 . 84 . Results '''ere

show the presence of different turbulent structures within

the flow for each different trailing-edge configuration.

Hot WIre results reveal the expected rapid decay of

turbu lence with i n the momentum less wake. Resu Its for the

single,

x-O. 92 ,

decrease

only
.J'

and a
with the

x- 1 . 24 ,
increase for the half-width, I.

d ua-l"-,-...;.j"'e.-tt---rc..."a,.....s~e."........--'lp.....rove-d--t-o---r-ema-r.-l~~-----

asymmetric single jet

a reduction of Us as

rate of

the

being
--=.._-------~---_---..:...._------

larger

fOl the

slightly

Results

similar for

differences
------~=--=...

different.

x-2 . 02 , I to

In th is case, Us was found to dec rease as

increase as xO. 46 and the Reynolds stress to

10



decrease as x-2 . 49 .

·From his/observations, Park reasserts tne similarity

between the characteristics of a momentumless wake, and

those' found in the wake of grid turbulence. Simple~

turbulence models are dismissed in lieu of higher- order

models of a momentumless wake. The dependence of a

momentumless wake on the conditions of its creation is

reinforced .by the difference of flows from different

trailing-edge configurations.

In Park (1985), the latter point is clarified somewhat.

The dependence of US, I, and Urms on the trai ling-edge

blowing configuration is addressed. For each case, vefacity

and length scales 'are found to normalize the data for each

trailing-edge configuration into self-similar forms. The

forms are, however, unique to each configuration. In

conclusion, this study proposes that more complex velocity

and length scales may be requi red to normal ize" the data

obtained from various trai ling-edges. It asserts that the

complexity of these normalizations results from the complex

nature of the momentum injection. It should be noted that

throughout Park's work, the momentumless wake 1S simply

"tuned in" uS1ng visual ization. Therefore no data are

avai lable as to the mass flow into the wake, nor are any

data available on the rate of its injection.

---------------- ---------

11



EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The primary test facility used for this project ~as the,
large water tunnel (rm. 174, Packard Lab). The_ tJ.lJUlsd 17-"S~ _

approximately 3 ft. wide, 16. ft long, and constructed of

optically transparent plexiglass with large inlet and exit

tanks at either end. Typical water depths in the tunnel are

of the order of 21 inches. Water flow rates in the tunnel

can be established up to approximat~ly 9 inches per second.

The flow speed is controlled by varying the speed of the

pump motor. Another smaller, recirculating pump continually

forces the water through filters, maintaining the

cleanliness of the water.

Figure 2.1 shows the top view of the water channel with

the full experimental apparatus in place. Figure 2.2 shows

the side view. Design of the initial rig was done by

Naumann and Rockwell (1992). The flow is pumped into the

entrance tank at left, and flows forward onto the large

c'onditioning plate. The plate is designed to trigger

transition of the boundary layer near its leading-edge.

Details on generation of the fully turbulent boundary layer

will be presented later. The plate is 6.0 ft long, 0.5

inches thick, and spans the entire width of the tunnel. It

. is supported by legs at a vert i cal he ight approximate ly

half the water height in the tunnel; this height

corresponds to a distance 10 inches from bottom of the tank

to the bottom of the plate. The plate has several rows of

hemispherical beads along its leading-edge to facilitate

transition. These will be discussed subsequently.

The trailing-edge of the conditioning plate 1S mounted
----~--------------------

within a set of false walls that span the remainder of tne------

l~ngth of the test section. The false walls add support to

the system and protect the area of experimentation from any

12
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tunnel wall effects,. All experimentation was done near the

center of the false walls.

The trailing-edge of the conditioning plate was tongue

--cut sotnat the-experimental--· trailing:..:eOgesecti6hs could

be joined to it. Trailing-edge sections were grooved to

fit into the end of the conditioning plate and allowed to

rest in a large groove within the false walls. This

feature allowed experiments to be done on multiple

trailing-edges without altering the rest of the facility.

The trailing-edge plates compose the heart of the

apparatus. The plates themselves are hollow, with various

ejection-oriented trailing-edges. A side view of the first

trailing-edge appears in figure 2.3. The side view of the

second trailing-edge, is given in figure 2.3 a. A pumping

system forces water from the exit tank into the region

above the trailing-edge plate (figures 2.4 a,b). The water

is separated just downstream of the pump and conveyed into

two diffuser towers on either side of the trailing-edge

plate (on the outside of the false walls). One tower

diffuser can be seen in figure 2.3 or 2.3 a. The diffusers

are vaned to ensure an even distribution of flow into the

trailing-edge plate. Water is pumped through the diffusers

and into the hollow plate. ~ From there, it is forced out of

the trailing-edge to create the desired blowing conditions.

The various trailing-edge configurations will be described

at the end of this section.

The pumping system used to generate blowing for the

first trailing-edge consists of a small pump (Jabsco Centri

Puppy, MD 18510-0000) , an in-house produced pump

controller, and a flow meter (Micro Computer Controls). A
----------------- ---------- -------

diagram of the system appears in figure 2.4 a. 'vater from

the base of the exit tank IS drawn to the pumping system.
>

It first passes through a flow meter, and then into the

pump. The flow rate of the pump can be controlled using a

15
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dial runted on the top of the pump controller, with

digita. readings from the flow meter providing a total flow

rate in gallons per minute.

The second trailing-edge required an increase in flow

rate that was beyond the capability of the original system.

To overcome this difficulty, a second pump (Reliance.
Centrifugal type TP3) was put in series. (See figure

2.4b.) The flowmeter was also relocated with the hope of

obtaining a slight decrease in resistance. The new pumping

system allowed rates upwards of 11 Gallons per minute.

Beneath the water tunnel is a rail system used to move

the Particle Image Velocimetry optics to the proper

location. The laser utilized for this system IS located

just beyond the entrance tank and off to one side. Th is

laser- sy~tem is detailed in the section describing Particle

Image Velocimetry.

Trailing Edge Configuration ~ Lengthwise slit.

As shown In figure 2.3, the first and most basic

trailing-edge configuration is the spanwise slit. The slit

is 1/32 inches high, and runs across the width of the plate

contained by the false walls. The trailing-edge shape IS

based on data obtai ned from Pratt-\Vh i tney and 1 s

approximately the trailing-edge shape of a fan blade of

the i r ADP (Advanced Ducted Prope 11 er) se r 1 es engi ne . The

slit is centered within the trailing-edge.

Initial tests showed that reinforcements of the

----------.Jt:.:rC-a&li..J]LlLIJ·ng edge-slit would be necessary to maintain uniform

flow. The Bernoulli effect caused the slit of the initial

trailing edge to collapse at the center of the span. This

problem was alleviated by placing support foils on the

19



inside of the plate near the trailing edge slit. After

this modification, the velocity from the slit proved to be

sat isfactor i ly un i form across th~ span ..

Trailing Edge Configuration ~ Double Slit Trailing Edge

The second trailing-edge configuration appears ln

Figure 2.3 a. It consists of two slits 1/16 inches high on

either side of a centered foi I plate, that protrudes a

distance of three trailing-edge thicknesses from the

trailing-edge of the plate. These slits run the width of

the plate contained by the false walls. Similar

reinforcements as the ones used for the first trailing-edge

configuration, were placed in this trailing edge. Interest

in this design was twofold. First, it falls in line with

the practical desire to avoid machining a slit through the

minimal trailing edge area of a fan blade. Secondly, it

seeks to demonstrate the considerable increase in wake

reduction noted by Park (1989), when experimenting with a

double-slit configuration.

20
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Generation of Fullv-Turbulent Boundarv Laver:

The purpose of the conditioning plate is to generate a

fully-turbulent· boundary layer before the the flow reaches

the trailing-edge of the plate. Its design is based

primarily on the work of Johansen (1982). The two primary

design factors contributing to the creation of the

turbulent boundary layers are the rows of hemispheres along

~he leading-edge, and the length of the plate. A diagram of

the hemisphere spac rng can be found i n-rigure 2-:-5-:--

The hemispheres are laid out in nine rows beginning two

inches from the leading-edge of the plate, on both the top

and bottom surfaces. In reality, the hemispheres are small

spheres that have been sunk into the surface of the plate

Their centers are positioneddiameter.

(center ·to center)

spheres are 1/8" in

0.0127" above the plate. The fifth row consists of

alternating spheres of 1/8" and 5/32" diameter spaced

0.375" apart (center to center) with the continued spacing

such that sl ightly more than half of the sphere is above

the surface of the plate.

The first four rows of spheres are spaced 0.375" apart

wi th 0.750" between the rows. The

of 0.750" row to row. The centers of the larger spheres

rest 0.00345" above the plate surface. The final four rows

of spheres are of the larger size, spaced 0.750" apart

(center to center).

In all cases, the first row of spheres along the sides

of the plates is staggered so that parallel columns do not

exist; that is, a space In the first row is followed by a

sphere in the second row. The rows themselves are parallel.

~ohansen based his work on that of Klebanoff (1955)_.
-----~

Klebanoff establ ished that a Reynolds Number transition

criterion could be used to determine whether the spheres

would trigger a turbulent flow. Klebanoff defines the

21



the velocity of

k is the exposed

Reynolds Number as Re=Ukk/v, where Uk is

the fluid ~ the height of the sphere,

height of the sphere, and v is kinematic viscosity. Using

elements of almost identical size and spacing as those used

in this experiment, Johansen calculates the Reynolds number

to be 490, at the first row of spheres for a channel speed

of 9.88 in/s (our experiment was slightly slower, apx. 9

in/s. )

To assure transition had occurred, Johansen performed

hot film experiments at three locations downstream of the
..

Profiles taken at 0.84 m, 1.52 m, and 2.06mleading edge.

downstream of the leading edge all showed the

characteristics of a turbulent boundary layer.

Any possibility that the slightly slower velocity used

in this experiment (of the ,order of 0.9 in./s slower), may

invalidate the comparison with Johansen is compensated for

by the length of the conditioning plate. It is a

relatively safe assumption .that if transition is not

triggered by the hemispheres, it will be trIggered by shear

flow along the remaining length of the conditioning plate.

1-0.750"-j

000 0 0 0 000
00000 000 0

/VOOOOOOOO O
'6?Z~" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o.~o. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-l000000000000000000
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H
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i FLOI,./
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-------~--- .... -------

H
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FIGURE 2.5: CONDITIONING PLATE LEADING EDGE
(HeMispheres run o.long -the First 8" of 72" plo.te)
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SCANNING PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY

Particle -image velocimetry has become one of the

leading velocity measurement techniques in fluid mechanics

today. It offers the advantage of generating a field of

velocity vectors in a plane as an end product. The size,

placement, and orientation of this field can be controlled

easily within the bounds of the experiment. The velocity

vectors generated by the process are two-dimensional,

giving two velocity components at each measuring point.

The advantages of producing this kind of data for use in

analyzing a turbulent flow, such as the one presented in

this project, are opvious.

The theory beh i nd the techn i que re lies on our ab i 1 i ty

to track the motion of particles suspended within the flow.

In theory, if one follows the trajectory of a particle as

it moves through a given distance, and the time between

successive positions of the particle--rs known, a two

d imens i onal ve 1oc i ty vector can be generated represent i ng

the motion of the particle, and therefore the motion of the

fluid that entrains it.

Working from this premise, the early work in PlY relied

on two primary techniques to track particles within the

flow, based on the dens i ty of the part i c 1es. Lm.,r part i c 1e

density techniques relied on the tracking of individual

particles, 'while high density techniques relied on more

comp 1 i cated analys i sin order to track a large number of

particles in the flow. Discussion here will be limited to

the latter case.

Much of the crucial developmental work In particle

Image veIoclmetry cano---e-t;Yaced-oack to Adrian (t986) at

the University of Illinois. His early experimental

apparatus uti 1 ized a pulsing laser that was spread into a

laser sheet with the use of a cylindrical lens. A
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photograph ic exposure was taken of the flow that inc 1uded

several pulses of the laser. Each pul se ill um i nates the

particles at a new successive position, makitJ,g the end

negative that shows the tl~ajectories of a

of particles over an established pel'iod of

product of

photographic

large number

this initial phase a mu l·t i ply-exposed

time. The analysis of these negatives \.Jill be detailed

momentarily.

The laser sheet used In these experiments was cl'eated

In a different manner, although the basic principles of its

use are similar to those of PlV systems using a pulsed

laser sheet. The apparatus used to create the sheet

appears in figure 3.1.

F;rst
Turn;ng
Mi,...,...or

Convex Lens (f=300 nn)

- 40 ~f' -\---- 212 MM ---+- 140 M,.,

Laser Focus;ng S;nglet

Conb;ned focal length of tr;plet lens conb.=358 nn

O.1{3'\ mrror Facet) I
~O.399·--

Figure 3.1: PIV Loser Toble
Rate. ting Mirror r= 1.181"
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Use of Rotating Mirror

"- A multi-line laser beam is generated using a LEXEL

model 95A laser. The beam's power varied throughout the·

experiments, due to technical problems with the laser, but

in general experimental power was usually in the range of

2-2.5 watts. The laser itself was approximately twelve

feet from the first turning mirror.'that appears in the

figure. All further components of the scanning system were

located on a moving table that could sl ide on rai Is along

the length of the water tunnel. The final lens and

scanning mirror were located on rails that allowed movement

across the width of the tunnel, thereby optimizing the

available positions for the laser sheet.

Once the laser beam was turned by the primary turning

mirror, it was collected by the triplet system of lenses

pictured In the figure. The exact nature of th i s 1ens

system will be explained momentarily.

Once through the 1enses, the beam 1 s directed by a

final turning mirror, onto the scanning mirror device. The

scanning mirror device is a 72 sided mirror with dimensions

shown . in figure 3.1. The mIrror was constructed by

Lincoln Laser Corp. of Phoenix, AZ, and used for the first

ti~e with this type of pry experiment. When the laser beam

IS directed incident to the mIrror the beam is deflected

into the tunne 1 . As the mirror rotates, the angle of

deflection of the beam is changed causing it to move In a

sweeping motion. This motion continues until the edge of a

facet is reached. At this point the laser beam is incident

---"---..-----lU~·pon-t~----o'f·----t-he-i-n-i-t-·i-a-l--f--a-ce-t-as--we+-l.---J'a~s~~he---begi·nni .Flg----I
of the next facet. For a brief period, this divides the \

power of the beam and Rroj ects two \veaker beams into the

tunne 1. Finally rotat i on causes the far beam to disappear.

and returns full power to the beam which is now entirely
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incident at the beginning of the next facet. \"hen rotated

at a given speed, the mirror causes the beam to scan (each

facet causes one scan so one rotat i on would inc 1ude 72

scans). Each facet's scan begins and ends at the same

point, causing a wedge of light or laser sheet, to form.

This laser sheet is for all intents and purposes, of the

same nature as the ones created using acyl indrical lens.

The effect of having to scan the beam through the area of

illumination rather than illuminating the entire area at

once, 1 s negated by the speed at wh i ch the" 1aser beam

scans. The laser scanning speed is typically two orders of

magnitude higher then the flow velocity.

The rotation of the mirror IS driven by a motor

installed by Lincoln Laser Corp., which is controlled by

one of the i l' contro 11 ers. An external funct i on generator

was also used, due to the controller's inability to

generate speeds lower than 3.5 rot/s using its internal

generator. "'hen a square wave was generated by the

external generator, with an amp 1 i tude of 5 V, and fed into

the external port of the contro ller, the rotat ional speed

of the mirror could be significantly lowered.

A series of tests was performed in order to verify the

scanning rate indicated by the motor controller. The tests

were performed by setting the motor controller to a given

scanni'ng rate, and then checking the laser beam's scanning

rate uSIng a photocell and a frequency counter. See

Figure 3.1 a.

The tests showed that the -mIrror demonstrated a,

respectable accuracy In maintaining its scanning rate when

near, and especially above, a rotational speed of 2 rev/so
-- --~~-

A detai led test was "taken at a motor-contl~-rer--se-~i"ngoT-----"---

1.7 rev/s. It showed that the actual scann i ng rate of the

laser varied from a maximum of 123.1 scans/s to a minimum

of 122.5 scans/so Fourteen trials were performed at
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randomly spaced i n.terval s generat i ng an average of 122.7

scans/s with a standard deviation of .177. \~hen compared

wi th the re 1at i ve accuracy of tlie contro 11 er, these values

demonstrate a consistent rotational speed that agrees with

the value measured by the motor controller.

Rota"ting
Mirror

r-------------,
I I
I PhotoceU I
I Frequency Counter I
I I

: (ReMoved for PIV :
I experiMents) I

~-l"----------_J

L - - - - to freq. counter

..... ....

"\

\
o l

J
/

\.. /
........ _--//
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Turning Mirror
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/
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Beam Collimation
~I"'.· .

The facets on the rotating mirror are quite small

(dimensions appear in figure 3 .1) . In order that the

mirror be utilized properly, the laser beam must be

collimated to a SIze such that it illuminates only one

facet for most of its scanning time. (The exceptional time

is, of course, the point at which the beam is leaving the

edge of one facet and mov i ng onto the ~l~~t.) Othe rw i se ,

illumination of multiple facets will cause the production

of multiple-scanning beams, which will divide up the total

light intensity. This effect is demonstrated in figure 3.2.

The device IS even more prone to this behavior if the beam

is directed high relative to the center of the mirror.

However, a high beam height relative to the center of the. .

mirror is in general desirable, because it allows the

creation of a narro\ver laser sheet emanating from the top

of the mIrror. The smaller sheet concentrates the

A lower beam creates a large laser

illuminating power,

or i ent at ion e as 1 e r .

and the sheet position makes its

sheet that spreads out the laser power. It al so proj ects

off of the mirror at a lower angle making it more difficult

to direct into the ~low.
i

The concepts are more easily understood when the total

normal area of a facet is considered. If the laser beam is

directed towards the center of the mirror, the entire area

of a given facet IS normal to the beam. tach facet higher

than ttle center .i'S 5 degrees less vertical than the one

before it. It can easily be seen that facet area normal to

the beam drops as the S1ne of that total change 1n angle

when the beam is raised above the center position. At the

top of the mirror, the facet faces up and the normal area

is zero. The smaller the normal area, the harder it is to

illuminate only one facet. But also, the smaller the normal
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area, the smaller the range of the scan, and the higher its

intensity.

One furthe~ consideration involved is the actual size

of the laser beam when it enters the water channel. It is

desirable to have a small scanning beam for the same

reasons that it is desirable to have a small width of the

scanning laser sheet, l.e. it decreases the available laser

power.

Given that the laser power was 1 illli ted". and that low

laser light levels would restrict the possible shutter

speeds available on the camera (affecting the critical

aspect of image spacing, to be discussed later), it was

necessary to collimate the beam as much as possible.

Previous systems incorporated with other scanning devices

used one. of two optics concepts: 1) a telephoto lens

comb i nat i on of a convex 1ens fo 11 owed by a concave 1ens

(Magness, 1991); or (2) a Laser focusing singlet (Towfighi,

1992). (See Melles-Griot product 01 LFS 027).

The telephoto combination allowed adjustable

collimation of the beam by alteration of the relative

spacing between the two lenses. Unfortunately, once the

beam was co 11 imated close enough to the mirror to be

effective, it began to diverge again and was quite wide by

the time it entered the water channel.

The laser singlet could be acquired only with a focal

1ength of 0.9 m, wh i ch meant that focuss i ng of the beam

could not be executed unti 1 far past the surface of the

rotating mIrror. Multiple beams were almost always

present. Structural difficiuliie~discouragedthe placement

of the singlet before the first turning mirror.

The obvious solution was the combination of both lens

systems. The lens arrangement IS noted in figure 3.1. The

te 1ephoto arrangement offers qu i ck co 11 i mat i on, wh i 1e the

singlet assures that the beam retains intensity as it
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passes into the tunnel. The series used involved a

symmetric convex lens (f=300), followed bY·'a symmetric

concave lens (f=-100), then a laser-focusing singlet

(f=900). The distances between them appear in the figure.

The combination focal length for the three lens system was

357.6 mm. Information used to design the optics

configuration was obtained from the Melles-Griot Optics

Guide 5 (1991). The calculations done are detai led in

Append ix A.· Us i ng th i s opt i cal arrangement a small laser

sheet was generated from a position high on the rotating

mirror. The triplet configuration allowed shutters speeds

as fast as 1/125 of a second vs. 1/30 of a second with the

telephoto combination. No successful tests were ever

performed using only the singlet.

Particles

The water tunnel was seeded with metallic-coated

spheres with an approximate diameter of 9 pm. The spheres

used were purchased from TSl corp. (Model 10087, p=2.6

gm/cm3 ) . The nature of the particulate matter used tends

to depend on· the researchers i nvo I ved. Experimenters have

had luck with particulates ranging from hydrogen bubbles

(Welsh, 1990) to conifer pollen (Gray, 1987). The nature

and size of the particles is quite crucial to the veracity

of the resu Its. Adr i an and Yao (1985) discuss the effect

of seed mater~ials on the results obtained using the PlY

technique. With respect to size, they suggest· the

following: although images of larger particles are easier

to detect, images of smaller particles are more desirable.

The smaller the particle, the larger the increase In

accuracy in the velocity measurements, and the better the

spatial resolution. Adrian suggests particles in the range

30
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of 0.5 j.Lm -10 j.Lm, with a suggestion of 10JLm for water use.

Particles smaller than this are hard to detect on film.

Particles larger than this add error due to diffraction

effects caused by the large particle si~es.

Surface coatings on the particles also vary. Particles

with fluorescent coatings have been used on a small scale

within Lehigh's facilities with some success. Several

different coatings have been tried in the past with the

most success having been obtained with the TSI particles.

The only drawbacks involved with the use of TSI particles

are their deviation from neutral buoyancy (p=2.6 gm/cm3 ),

which causes them to sink slightly over long distances at

low velocities, and their cost which requires' restricted

use.

Interrogation Technique

All previous techniques mentioned are implemented in

order to optimize the next stage of the PIV technique known

as interrogation. This procedure involves the actual

analysis of the photographic negatives in order to obtain a

velocity vector field.

The interrogation procedure will be outlined briefly

here. A more exact repr i se on the su bj ect appears in

Appendix B. The. interrogation procedures used for high

dens i ty P IV techn iques , such as the one detai led here,

usually re lyon the use of two-d i mens i onal autocorre 1at i on

techniques, or a Young's fringe technique. The Young's

fr i nge procedure was used with i n the Leh igh i nterrogat ion

system.

The procedure analyzes photographic negatives produced
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through the procedures al~eady outlined. The experimental

technique used must be varied in order to obtain negatives

that can be analyzed by the system ana produce accurate
;,

results. One of the crucial aspects to be considered is

the spacing between successive particle images on the

negative. The spacing itself must be within a small range

that will assure proper spacing between the generated

fringes. Images that are too far apart. will produce

fringes that are too close together for the computer 1:;0

analyze, while images that are too close together will

produce so 1 i taryor otherwise over spaced fringes. No

general rule or guide exists for obtaining the proper

spacing other than examining past successful results.

The choice of spacing is influenced by three factors:

(1) shutter speed; (2) beam scann i ng rate; and (3) water

channel speed. Control of shutter speed is obtainable only

if a reasonable ,amount of laser light is available.

Otherwise slow shutter speeds must be used to allow for

proper exposure. By varying the shutter speed and scanning

rate, a proper spac i ng often, can be found. Beyond the

consideration of having the proper spacing of particles,

the over~ll length of the particle trajectory recorded must

also be considered. The velocity vectors generated

the recorded trajectory

therefore restrict the

represent the average velocity over

of a single particle. \oJe must

1ength of the traj ector i es recorded 1n order to obtain

accurate results. This can again be controlled using

alteration of shutter speed, and 1S a further factor that

makes a faster shutte r speed des i rab 1e . For a correct

particle spacing, a track including 3 to 4 particle images

1S usually optimum.

The final factor 1S the actual speed of the fluid.

High water speeds were necessary for th is experiment in

order to assure the transition to turbulent flow. The
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high

the

higher speeds obviously affect particle spacing. A more

difficult problem arises when two flows with greatly

_______v-=--=a~r~y~i~n:.':g=___=s~peeds exist within the same field. It is quite

d iff i cult and often·· impossi15Te--to -adj-u-st-the~paFameters_of__

the experiment to obtain reasonable results. One device

often used to counter this problem is a biasing mirror.

The mirror is placed in front of the lens with the desired

image reflected onto it. The mirror is turned using

computer control so that it adds·a bias to particle spacing

in the photo.

Once suitable photographs are chosen they can be

analyzed using the interrogation apparatus that appears in

figure 3.3. The software to drive this system was

purchased,. from Fluid Flow Diagnostics. The negatives are

placed 1n the mechanical traverse. The traverse is

computer-controlled so that the negative can be examined on

a small piece by piece basis. A small HeNe laser

illuminates a small circular area of the negative. Inside

that area there are particle images and spaces between

them. The relative orientation of the images causes an

interference pattern behind the negative. This interference.

pattern takes the form of Young's fringes once the image

has been transformed by an optical Fourier lens. The image

1S collected by another lens and pictured by the video

camera. The computer program PDV digitizes these fringes

with the help of a frame-grabbing board. A two-dimensional

Fourier transform then brings the fringe pattern back into

an ~nilyiable form which provides a two dimensional

velocity vector corresponding to that region on the

negat i ve. Agai n much more detai I on the i nterrogat i on

procedure is provided in Appendix B

The computer scans the ent i re negat i ve us i ng t\"O

resolution Klinger stepping motors that control

movement of the traverse. A typical detailed scan would
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(1991) ,

The program

manipulation

<--

these

~===<--

within

<--

allows the vector field to be viewed

Included

CVPIV by Robinson and Magness

(A) and (B) show contrasting eFFects of sl'lall and large incident be::.1'l

(C) and (D) show contrasting eFFects of beal'l POSition
FIGURE 3.2'

A series of programs IS executed after' the initial

interrogation.

V by Robinson (1991)

and manipulated.

transforms the data into viewable information.

___ .__ty.pLcally_s_a~r_ch._~5X 22 mm ne-$.atj,y-e_u.s_Lng_a 50 X 44 _

point gri.d.

procedures is the opportunity to discard errant vectors.

Program V also includes a'biasing system that can subtract

a given amount off of the velocities of the entire vector

field. This is particularly useful for bringing out the

turbu 1ent character i st i cs of a flow Hh i ch normally amount

to only a small percentage of the mean fl~ in experiments

similar to ours. PLOT (Golden Softh'are, 1988) can take a

plot file from V and create a suitable plot file for use on

the many printers. Program FILV (Robinson and Magness,

1991) can be used to fill 1 n any spaces whe re suff i c i ent

~ringes Here not found. It fills in gaps using
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interpolation of surrounding vectors, and is inappropriate

if large sections cannot be interrogated. FILV also

generates

contours.

1989.)

grid files that

(Usually done

can be converted into vortici~

with SURFER, Golden Software,

Previous-related Investigations:

Given the above established procedures for PIV analysis

we can examine some previous uses of the techn ique. At

Lehigh, much of the pioneering work was done by Magness

(1991) . His doctoral thesis involved the analysis of flow

over a delta wing, and includes detail on many of the

techniques mentioned above. Most of the computer analysis

techniques were compiled by Magness and Robinson during

Robinson's post-doctoral work. Further study continues at

Lehigh using the ·technique to examine furthel~ delta wing

experiments and experiments Jnvolving various cases of

oscillating cylinders.

Outside Lehigh, a very relevant case of the use of PIV

for measurement of tu rbu 1ence \.J i th ina channe 1 f 1O\.J 1S

presented by L i u , Landreth, Ad r i an, and Han ratty (1991).

The paper detai Is use of the prv technique, as well as

detailing velocity field results. This paper also

introduces the concept of using the ensemble average of a

small number of interrogated images (10-12) 1n order to

obtain reasonable mean and turbulent quant it ies. The data

for a turbulent flow are presented in detai 1. The low

number of samples Can be justified by the amount of detail

provided in each sample. The assumptions are confirmed by

the use of Laser Doppler Anemometer. The use of a small

number of averaged images is crucial to the analysis done

for this thesis and is discussed again within the section

entitled Use of Taylor's Hypothesis and Program
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Fandango.

Further examples of the use of prv can be found in the

'Work ~f Gray (1987) in problems such as the analysis and

study of water waves, as well as in the work of \velsh

(1990) for many flow cases. Other referenced sources

include Keane et al (1989), Landreth et al (1986), and Liu

et al (1991).

X-Y Tro.ver.se

Fourier /CDHU Co.nera
Collecting Lens

Lens Mask "-
HeNe Laser

FIGURE 3.3:
[nterrogat~n Apparatus
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USE OF TAYLOR'S HYPOTHESIS AND PROGRAM FANDANGO

As stated previously, the Particle Image Yelocimetry

technique yields" a two dimensional field of velocity

vectors. An example of this output can be seen in figure

4:1. The intention of this section is to illustrate a

means by which this field data can be used in order to

obtain turbulence informatioB on the flow.

Taylor's Hypothesis (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972) allows

an equivalence between measurements made in space and time.

The analogy assumes that the structure of the turbulence is

"frozen" over the length of the measurement.

Figure 4.1 depicts the original output from a PlY

interrogation. Averaging the velocity vectors along each of

the rows of the diagram can be done, in order to obtain

horizontally-averaged and therefore analogously time

averaged velocity data using the assumption of Taylor's

hypothesis. The data can then b~ ensemble-averaged wi th

similar data from other PlY interrogation frames 1n order

to generate turbulence information.

Program FANDANGO (Redi and Corcoran 1991) was designed

to accomplish this task. The program reads in files

representing the vectors contained within the PlY

i nterrogat ion frames and averages them along the rows of

the frame. It then averages successive files together.

The output consists of, several files, each with the

original number of rows, but now containing a single

averaged column of specifi.c data. Files generated include

average the velocity U, Urms, v rms , and u'v'. The listing

of the program is included in appendix C.

An averaged set of data includes an average of 50

points per row, per file, times a usual twelve files,

giving us the equivalent of 600 instantaneous measurements,

p~r row of data, for determining the time-averaged value.
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· A simi lar technique is used by Li u et al (1991). The

technique is used ~o analy~e the turbulence ~ithin a fully

developed channel flow. The t~rbulence quantities generated

are similar to the ones .generated by program FANDANGO.

Included is a verification of the technique performed by

comparison of the PlY turbulence data with turbulence data

taken with Laser Doppler Yelocimetry. .Comparison is also

made with a computer simulation. The comparison showed a

very close agreement between measurements taken by the two

velocimetry methods. The study also demonstrates the

ability of the PlY technique to resolve the smaller

turbulent structures within a flow.
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EXPERIMENT 1--EXAMINATION OF ZERO BLOWING CASE

If no fluid IS ej~ected from the "-(single) slit- of

trailing-edge #1, the experiment becomes simply that -of the

wake generated from a flat plate with a turbulent boundary

layer at its trailing edge. The purpose of this first

experiment is to compare the wake data ~ith·wakedata from

a rotor blade in previous experiments. This is a necessary

step to verify that our experimental apparatus will indeed

generate a wake similar to that of a rotor blade, thereby

validating the basic approach.

The approach that we will concentrate on is that of

Majjigi and Gliebe (1990). In that work, the objective was

to develop a \"Take model of a rotor blade by investigating

the extens i ve emp i r i cal data avai 1ab 1e on the su bj ect .

Most of the data used in compiling the model were gathered

from two experiments. The first involved Tri-axial hot

w'ire measurements done on a twelve-blade rotor (blades:

British C-1 profile), and the second was a similar

experiment done on a 21 blade rotor (blades: NACA 05-018

prof i 1e) . The exact c i tat ions for the \"Tork can be found

within ~Iajjigi and Gliebe (1990) These works are, In

turn, used by nlajj igi and Gl iebe, In order to generate

several models for the wake deficit of a rotor blade. These

models will be used In order to validate the current

experiments.

The details of the current experiment will now be

presented. The single-slit trailing edge was fitted into

the experimental apparatus as detailed In the Experimental

Apparatus section of this thesis. A 35mm camera (Nikon F

4, with a 55mm lens), was positioned to take a photograph

that began 5 ft. downstream of the trai 1 i ng-edge of the

plate. The frame of the camera included an area 7.08 In.

(18 cm) x 8.05 In. (20.45 cm). The scanning rate of
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the rotating mirror was set at 266.4 scans/s (3.7 rot/s).

With a, camera shutter speed of 1/60 s, this resulted in

4.44 images per particle to be captured on each frame. The

aperture ,used was 2.8. The water tunne 1 speed was set at

apx. 9 in/s (maximum). All of the above quantities were

previously decided upon after tests to optimize available

light and particle spacing.

Twelve photographs were taken with time intervals

between shots of approximately 10 seconds. The

photographic negatives were interrogated by the standard

method detailed previously, and their results combined

using program FANDANGO (see previous section of same ~ame=)

Data of U(y) , urms(Y), vrms(Y), and u'v'(y) were found.

Only that of U(y) will be presented In this section. The

rest will be presented in subsequent sections.

The data were normal ized In order to agree with the

form of Majj igi and Gl iebe (1990). The normal izations used

within that work correspond to most other works on the

subject. The horizontal scale IS normal ized by the hal f

width distance, I, as detailed In the theory section of

this thesis (See Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). The vertical

scale is the velocity deficit Us (here called Ud to agree

\vith ~lajj igi and Gl iege) , normal ized by the maXImum

ve 1oc i ty def i cit Udc ' Th i s max imum ve 1oc i ty def i cit 1 s

found at the center of the wake.

Figure 5.1 presents the first model proposed by Majjigi

and 01 iebe (1990), labeled In the figure as NASA (due to

their sponsorship). The model IS based on a Gaussian curve

fit of the i r inc 1 uded data. The fit corresponds the

following model:

exp (_7]2 In(2)),
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where 1'/ is the normalized distance, y/l.

This model is based on a classical analysis presented

in Tennekes and Lumley (1972), pp. 117. The model

presented therein uses a coefficient of 0.5 rather that the

In(2) used above. The Tennekes and Lumley model 1S based

on a simplified analysis; this model 1S compared with

experimental data. The coefficient, the natural log of 2,

used in (1) reflects attempts to compensate for the

discrepancy between model and· experiment. The data

generated within these experiments are designated by the

symbols on the graph of the model. The correspondence with

the unmodified model 1S generally good with slight

dev i at ions eas i ly noted towards the edges of the wake. A

Gaussian curve fit was performed on the data in order to

generate a coefficient similar to those employed in the t\.JO

above models. The fit specified a coefficient of 0.71765.

A second model proposed by Majj igi and Gl iebe used a

hyperbolic secant to model the flow. This model showed a (

smaller standard deviation from their data than their

Gaussian model. The formula for the model is as follows:

1
cosh(1.31695791J)

(2)

where TJ is y/l.

The second mode 1 appears in figure 5.2 along \,; i th the

data of the present experiment. Also appearing on this

figure 1S a fit of our data to a hyperbolic secant

function. This fit gave a coefficient of 1.38546 vs.

1.31695 as seen in the above model.

In general, the results obtained within these

experiments justified further use of the experimental rig
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deviations from the models presented can be noted.

as a simulation of an active rotor blade. Slight

This

may be due the lack of data generated in this experiment in

the regions beyond two half-widths from the center of the

wake.

Further comparisons can be made between the present
"

work and that of Chevray and Kovasznay (1969). Their

experiment involved measurements taken downstream of a 50cm

wide by 240cm long plate in a wind tunnel. The plate was

0.160 cm thicl<. The last 60cm of the plate was milled so

that the thickness of the trailing edge was 0.025cm. Coil

springs were mounted on the plate at 30cm from the leading

edge in order to generate turbulence. The Reynolds number

at the trailing edge, based on boundary layer thickness, 6,

was 1.5 x 104 for all tests. Measurements were made using

a hot wire anemometer from a po i nt near the trai ling-edge

to a distance 7.88 ft. (240cm) downstream of the trailing

edge. The comparisons made \·.Jithin this section involve

measurements made 4.90 ft. (142~m) downstream of the

trailing-edge

Comparisons between the fluctuating velocities and the

Reynolds stresses obtained in this work and those found by

Chevray and Kovasznay appear 1n figure 5.3. It was assumed

1n thickness between thethat the great difference

plates used would prevent exact compar i son. Instead

two

we

seek to compare the general shapes of the curves by

normalizing each quanity by its maximum value and each

distance by the location of the variable's maximum value.

Given this unusual method of comparison, we, do see

reasonable agreement between the shapes of our results and

those of Chevray and Kovasznay. Discrepencies, such as the

dev i at i on of the Urms val ues near the cente r .of the \vake

are most likely effects caused by the different degree of

deve lopment of the wake as it evo I ves in the st reamw i se

direction.
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FIGURE 5.1: Gaussian rotor blade wake model proposed in

NASA study (Majj igi and Gl iebe, 1990) vs. data taken from

blunt trailing-edge model used in the present experiments.

NASA model appears in egn. (1).
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FIGURE 5.2: Hyperbol ic secant model of rotor blade wake.

Figure includes NASA (Majjigi and Gliebe, 1990) model as

well as data gathered from the trailing-edge employed in

the present study, and a hyperbolic secant fit of the data.

NASA curve corresponds to egn. (2).
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EXPERIMENT 2: SINGLE-SLIT TRAILING-EDGE \VITH BLOWING

.Assumi ng the results

the use of the proposed

from experiment 1 justify fully

apparatus, the next logical step

becomes the examination of the wake structure using varying

rates of trailing-edge blowing. The volume rate of blowing

needed to obtai'n a momentumless wake was determined by

Naumann (1992) in some early hydrogen bubble work. The

fluid velocity corresponding to this volume rate lS

designated as Vj *. The actual blowing rate for a given

experiment wil-.-t-b-e---d-e-signated as Vj . In this experiment

results were gathered at Vj/V/= 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00,

and 1.25.

For each blowing rate the following data will be

reported: U, Urms, vrms' and Reynolds stress. The ve rt i cal

aXls in all these cases will represent the vertical

distance from the centerline of the wake, normalized by the

half-width of the wake corresponding to zero-blowing,

10 (see theory section for a detai led explanation of the

half-width). Magnitudes of the Velocity fluctuations Urms

and Vrms will be indicated along the horizontal axis and

normalized by the freestream velocity Uoo ' This freestream

velocity actually corresponds to the highest velocity on

either side of the wake. The local value ~f mean velocity

U will be normalized by Uoo ln a similar manner; in this

case however Uoo will be the average of the velocities

taken at the upper and lower edges of the wake. This

different representation was used to obtain a slightly more

accurate approximation of the wake, and will not

substantially affect results. The difference between the

velocities on the upper and lower side of the wake was of

the order of

Reynolds- stress

3% percent of the

wi ll-oe ' normalized

average
2by Uoo ,

val ue of Uoo .

where Uoo lS

derived in a similar manner to Urms and Vrms'
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presented in terms of normalized distances x/lo an'd y/lo.

experiments 1 ~nd 2. The field of view was centered on
/

vertical center of the trailing edge, and placed 5

Instantaneous vorticity and velocity

examined as well for the cases Vj/V j * =0,

1.25. The x and y locations in these

fields will

O. 5D, 1. 00,

fields will

be

and

be"
/

for

the

ft.

used
,

weretechniquesexperimentalsameThe

downstream of the trailing-edge. All optical/laser

settings were identical to experiment ;.

At the freestream velocity of aJproximately 9 in/s,

the following blowing rates were used for a cross-sectional

area A of the sl it of 1/32" x 16" = 1/2" sq. :

V ./V .*=0.00 Q=O.OO gal/mJn V·=O.OO in/s 2 in3 /sV A=O.OO
J J J

0.25 1.33 10.2 52.0

0.50 2.65 20.4 208

0.75 3.98 30.6 468

1. 00 5.30 40.8 832

1. 25 6.63 51.1 1305

Figures 6.1 6.6 show the mean velocity profiles at

the six different blowing rates. Figure 6.1 shows the case

of zero blowing. The zero blowing wake deficit IS

approximately 15%. Figure 6.2 shows the velocity deficit

profile for a V./V.* 0.25. A small decrease of the
J J

deficit can be noted relative to the case of Vj/V j * = o.
No further decrease IS noted unti 1 V ./V.* = 0.75. It is

"J J
quite interesting to note the sudden decrease of the

def i cit that occurs, shown in figure 6.5, for the case of

the the momentumless wake. Although a small deficit

remains, the reduction in the deficit between V./V.*=0.75 -
J J

1.00, IS by far the largest reduction noted. In fact, it

~ .---l:.ep.r.esents reduction several times the size of

the total reduction in the range from V./V.* < 0.75.
J J

Figure 6.6 shows how quickly the wake takes on the
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characteristics of a jet as the blowing rate is increased.

Figure 6.7 shows- the typical Urms and Vrms profi les

that one expects for the flat plate with no blowing. There

is little change in the either Urms or Vrms as the blowing

rate increases to Y./Y.*=0.25. For higher rates of
J J

blowing,vrms shows a gradual decrease as the blowing rate

rises until Vj /Yj *=0.75, while Urms remains fairly constant

(figure 6.10). At ~his.point, one of the peaks of the Urms

seems to drop off sudden 1y. As the momentum less \.Jake 1 s

achieved (figure 6.11), both curves suddenly flatten. A

small increase of blowing above this value causes ul'ms to

increase dramatically and take the form typical of a jet

flow.

The zero-blowing Reynolds stress (figure 6.13) appears

as would be expected for a flat plate (see Chervay et aI,

1969) . The decrease In Reynolds stress u'v' \.Jith an

increase In blowing rate occurs grad It a 1 I y . This

distribution of u'v' does sho\.J some slight, unexplained

asymmetry. When blowing corresponds to the momentumless

case 1 s app 1 i ed, the magn i tude of u'v' near ly goes to zero

(f igure 6.17) Appl ication of blo\.Jing In excess of this

value shows, In figure 6.18, the reversal of the sign of

u'v'(y), typical of a jet flow.

Figure 6.19 shows instantaneous vorticity fields at

varIOUS blowing rates. The level of vorticity Increases

from the outside contours to the inside ones. So a "higher

mountain" represents an area of larger vorticity. The sign

of the vorticity can be determined by noting reference

numbers marked along var i ous contours. The lowest number

I eve I of O. 1 .

represented on the outside most contours IS a vorticity

The metho.d o~generatio~of these contours
-----

1 S ment i oned prev i ous 1yin the sect i on on Part i c I e Image

Velocimetry. It should be emphasized that these plots

represent instantaneous levels of vorticity (one

photographic frame), and do not represent averaged values.
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For V./V.*= 0~50 the mean vorticity
J J

dominates. As the momentumless wake IS

of the flow

attai ned, the

concentrat ions of vorti city -suddenly disappear. The flow

itself appears practically undisturbed. Vorticity

concentrations typical of a jet flow appear as the blowing

rate is increased.

several blowing rates.

Figure 6.20 show instantaneous' ve 1oc i ty fie 1ds at

A bias equal to 0.78 Uoo has been

subtracted from the field so that the wake structure can be

examined. For the case of zero blowing, a fairly narrow

wake structure IS apparent. The wake shows a \"rave-l ike

structure along the boundary between the higher and lower

speed flows. This structure can easily be seen during

causes an apparent widening of the wake.

experimentation. An Increase In blowing to V ./V .*=0.50
J J

The momentumless

shows vectors corresponding

the f low as

un i f 0 l'In flo w.

of

to

centerline

approximationan

V ·/V .*=1.2.5
J J
along thevelocityhigherto

wake, V·/V.*=l shows
J J .

The jet flow case,

expected for jet flow.
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EXPERIMENT 3: DOUBLE-SLIT TRAILING-EDGE \VITH BLO\VING

The experimental procedure used in experiment 3 will be

similar to those used in both experiments 1 and 2. Exact

procedures for cameral laser settings, field placement, and

tunnel conditions can be found within the details of

experiment 1. The data itself will appear in an identical

form as experiment 2 with the exception of some obvious

changes. The most obvious change is the change In the

conditions necessary to obtain a momentumless wake. The

-double~slit trailing edge had much more open injection area

making higher blowing rates necessary in order to obtain a

momentumless wake. Pumping facilities were altered In

order to accomm~date the ne\,J trai 1 i ng-edge. Even \,J i th

added pump i ng pO\,Je I' it became i mposs i b 1e to obta ina jet

ve loc i ty V ./V .>'<=1.25. I nstead data for the max i mum pump
J J

setting (V./V.>'<=1.13) IS presented.
J J

All n01"mal ization wi 11 be done as In experiment 2. The
...",(.

relationship between jet velocity and blowing rate for a

total slit area of

follows.

2 slits x 1/16" x 16" - 2" sq. 1S as

For the V ./V. *=0
J J

case,

exhibited a slightly larger

case (f igure 7.1) . This

V ./V.*=0.00 Q=O.OO gal/min V=O.OO in/s
? i n:3/sV-A=O.OO

J J
0.25 2.78 5.3·5 57.2

0.50 5 ..5.5 10.7 229

0.75 8.3:3 16.0 512

1. 00 11.1 21.4 916

1.13 12.5 24.1 1161 ' ,

the velocity deficit profile

deficit than in the single~slit

IS related to the substantially

different configuration of the trailing ·ed~e. As blowing is
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added, the wake begins to fill In first on eithel"- side, of

the centerline. This effect dominates the nearly identical

V ./V .*=0.25 and 0.50 cases (f igures 7.2, 7.3). As the
J J

blowing increases further, the center of the wake begins

to fill in as well. Figure 7.5 demonstrates the
I

momentumless wake. \v'ith this double-slit trailing-edge,

the shape of the wake takes a hybrid form of a wake and a

jet, in

edge.

profile

contrast to the wake of the single-sl it trai 1 ing

As the blowing increases further, the velocity

slowly approaches a jet-like form along the

centerline.

The Urms profile for the double-slit case at V·/Y.*=o IS
J J

at a much higher level than that of the single-sl it case

(Compare figure 6.13) wh i Ie the V rrns case actually starts

out at a slightly lower level. Neither value shows

s'i'gn-ificant change through V·/V.*=0.50 (figures 7.7 - 7.9).
J J

At V·/V.*=0.75, the peak value of the Ui'rns distl'ibution
J J .

drops significantly, and the average value of the V rms;-

distribution the momentum 1ess case,

urms rernains

drops slightly. For

roughly constant wh i 1e vrms increases

slightly. The overblowing case (figure 7.12), demonstrates

lower and more consistent levels for Urms and slightly

higher levels for V rrns '

The Reyno 1ds st ress resu 1ts are somewha't rno re e n'at i c

than those seen in the single-slit case, but the trends are

smoothly towards the center of the wake

momentumless atwh i 1e ,

u'v'(y)

form

converge

ax i s as b 10\" i ng i s

0.75, a nearlyfor V ·/V.*
J J

wake-l ike

distributions

a

The

7.16,

with

same.

figure

wake

In

the

increased.

generally

V ·/V .*=1.00 the form of a nearly momentumless wake has a
J J

jet-like form. All of the results shO\" an unexplained

asymmetry around the horizontal axis .

. Figure 7.19 sho\"s the instantaneous vorticity for t.he

double-slit case. The mean vorticity dominates the low-
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blowing cases. At the momentumless

field becomes filled with extensive

level, V ·/V .*=1, the
J J

patterns of 10\.;-1 eve 1

vorticity. The Vj/Vj*=1.13 shows similar patterns. v

Figure 7.20 shows instantaneous velocity fields for

several blowing cases. The wake IS initially widened by

_the__ lower blowing rat.es. \.,Then the V./V.*=!.OO case is
J J

reached, a wide central jet forms, surrounded by two small

wakes, and the freestream. As the blo\.;ing continues to

increase, the field becomes more uniform,

pronounced central jet can be noted.
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FIGURE 7.19: Instantaneous vorticity contours at various

blowing rates Tor double-slit trailing-edge. Area pictured is

approximately 4.0 x 4.6 10. Contours are generated Tor every

0.1 change in the vorticity level (outside to inside).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Figure 8; 1 shows an overview of the deficit profi les

for the single- and double-sl it trai 1 ing-edge:o; at over the

range of' blowing rates. At the V ·/V .*=0 level, both wakes
J J

appear to have $imi lar . characteristics. When blowing is

employed the blowing configurat~on tends to affect the

shape of the wake. At Vj/Vj*=0.25, the wake from the

single'~slit trailing-edge shows a smaller deficit, with a

higher centerline velocity, and a more rounded shape. The

wake from the double-slit trailing-edge fills in around its

edges, leaving a deeper wake at the centerl ine. These

trends continue through the case of Vj/Vj*=0.50. When

Vj/Vj* approaches 0.75, the blowing begins to affect the

centerline velocity of the wake from the double-slit

trai l.ing-edge. A general flattening near the centerl ine

can be noted. The centerl ine velocity of the wake from

the double-sl it trail ing-edge becomes roughly the same as

that seen from the single-slit trailing edge.

The momentumlesswakes establ ished were dependent upon

the blowing configuration at the traiiing-edge. The

single-slit trailing-edge generated a flatter, more

consistent profile, while the double-slit trailing edge

generated more of a hybrid wake-jet profile that maintained

characte r i st i cs of both flows. I n both cases, the

momentumless wakes were established at a threshold level of

blowing above V./V.*=O.75. J J
reduction of the wake deficit.

corresponding -to a rapid

The shapes of the velocity

profiles were transformed into shapes representative of jet

flows as the level of blowing was increased further. In

summary, the momentum 1ess . wakes showed wakes with small

deficits or excesses occur over a small range of blowing

rates near that corresponding to a momentumless wake

The Urms distributions corresponding to the single-slit
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was

are caused

They appear at

blown from the

case

slightly up to

a sl ightly more

more blow i ng is

showsv ./V .*=0.75. 'The V./V .*=0.75 case
J J J J

uniform profile which is quickly lost as

added. The peaks shown in the Vj/Vj *=1 .0

by the hybrid nature of the wake i tse 1f.

the borders between the superimposed jets

trai ling-edge simi larly show small changes up to blowing

rates of V./V.*=0.75 as shown 'in figure 8.2. For the
J J

double-slit trailing edge (figure 8.3) the Urams level was
* ' .higher with no blowing, V./V. =0. As blowIng

J J
i~plemented these peaks decreased only'

wake-l ike boundary of the central

The case of Vj /V j *=1.13 flattens

trailing-edge and the

portion of the profile.

out the Urms profile.

The Vrms results for the single-sl it trai 1 ing-edge in

figure 8.4, show a progression similar to that for the u rms

case. The double-slit trailing-edge behavior is similar as

well, with the exception of the fact that higher vrms
\

levels appear for the Vj /Vj *=1.00 and 1.13 cases.

The Reynolds stress distributions generally show a more

gradual change as the level of blowing is increased. The

momentumless wake case for the single-slit _trailing-edge

shows a nearly comp 1ete van i sh i ng of the Reyno I ds stress

which IS what could never exist In a uniform flow.

Inversion of the shape of the Reynolds stress distribution

nodes occurs, as expected, for the jet flow case.

The double-slit trailing edge showed more erratic

results. A slight asymmetry about the wake centerline for

the s i ngl e-s 1 it conf igurat i on becomes more pronounced for

the double-slit configuration. The Reynolds stress values

for the double-slit begin higher and decrease more quickly.

The switch from a shape of the u'v'(y) representative pure

wake characteristics to that of a jet seems to occur

between the V./V.*=0.75 and 1.0 cases.
J J "
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As a general conclusion, it is "obvious that the wake

properties we have examined have, in general, a

momentumless wake form directly related to the manner in

which the blowing is introduced at the trailing-edge. In

the case of the single-slit trailing-edge, these effects

all seem to correspond to one particular blowing rate,

while with the double-slit trailing edge, the

characteristics associated with a momentumless wake do not

appear simultaneously due to the more complex nature of the

flow. Of course, we have examined only one streamwise

locat"ion in this investigation. If the flow were allowed to

relax at larger streamwise distances, we expect a tendency

towards a more uniform mean velocity distribution and a

reduction in the trend of the fluctuation parameters. At

shorter spanwise distances, .however, a design decision may

have to be made as to wh i ch of these quant it i es (i. e.

velocity deficit, Urms, Vrms, Reynolds stress, vorticity,

etc.) the designer is most interested in minimizing.

In examining the effectiveness of this procedure for

possible use in decreasing fan-inlet nOIse in turbo

machinery, we must evaluate its potential benefits and

drawbacks. It has been demonstrated that trai ling-edge

blowing can reduce the wake deficit significantly. Most of

this reduction occurred, however, near the blowing l~vel

corresponding to a momentumless wake. Given the tuning

necessary to maintain this wake with our simplistic

conditions, the implication of a significant amount of

hardware and control system development is apparent.

Finally it becomes apparent that the next steps with in

this research would revolve around further testing of

d-i-fTerent~rai-I-ing edge conT igurat; ions. ReTerr ingl5acl~to

the tables presented within experiments 1 and 2, it can

easily be seen that the amount of momentum added (i.e. the

y2A terms) was roughly similar for each trailing-edge at
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the various' blowing rates. An obvious goal for the next

prototype would be the delivery of higher-speed fluid which

imparts more momentum to the flow. for the same mass flow

rate. A possIble practical case to consider would be

similar to trailing-edge #2, but constructed with smaller

slits, possibly directed slightly towards the vertical

center of the trailing-edge so that more momentum was

imparted on the largest part of the deficit.

Another issue to consider would be the implementation

of Vortex generation (see Kuethe, 1972) in conjunction with

trailing-edge blowing. The induced vorticity might aid in

the reduction of the wake deficit.

-----~--------
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CONCLUSIONS: ~

(1) Trai I ing-edge blowing was effective in attenuating

the mean wake deficit caused ?y the model rotor blade. The

nature of the attenuat i on was spec if i c to each trai Ii ng

edge.

(2) Trailing-edge blowing was also shown to affect

other quantities including fluctuating velocity, Reynolds

stress, and vortic ity. Reductions in the levels of these

quantities depended on the particular trailing-edge

configuration. A single slit located at the trailing-edge

was more effective than a double slit configuration located

upstream of the trailing-edge.

(3) Relatively high blowing rates were needed to

attenuate the mean wake deficit and the turbulence level.

Further experiments should

configurations that minimize

trailing-edge blowing.
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APPENDIX A--OPTICAL FORMULAE

The following formulae have been taken from the ~lelles

Griot Optics Guide 3, and are useful for calculating the

focal length qf a combination of lenses. The assutnpti on

has been made that the user· knows the 1ocat ions of the

principal points ,v'ithin the lenses, or that the lenses are

thin enough that tl~e principal points do not vary greatly

with distance from the center of the lens. This assumptiori

circumstances arise,

was made throughout

assumption is not

most of the work presented. If th is'

appl icable, or ifJ othe"r difficult

consultation of the above optics guide

is suggested.

COMbine tion F.l.
./' of LL L2 is F""-

Lens I Lens 2
F=300 F=-IOO

Lens 3
F=900

}----- ell -----j

r---Z d ---+---5 COMb3----1

FIGURE AI: ScheMe tiC of three lens systeM.

NotE" Z is pos:t:vE' :f :t falls to thE' right of lE'ns 2 and nE'ga t:VE' :f it
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The distance from the s~cond principal point of the second

element in a two lens combination, to the final focal point

of the comb-ination is:

(1)

for

To

where the f val ues represent the focal lengths of the

I enses and d represents the distance between them

(I i terally between the secondary pr inc i pal po i nt of the

first element and the primary principal point of the

second) .

The literal definition of s IS the point at which an

object at infinity would project an image, real or virtual

(+ or -) through the. 1ens comb i nat ion.

For the telephoto combination discussed previousiy

within the maIn body of the thesis, the first lens is

convex and has a positive focal length, and the second IS

concave and has a negat i ve focal length. It ShOll 1d be

noted that the distance between the lenses in th i s

combination often greatly varies the final focal point of

the arrangement.

For I aser use, the vall\e of s gives a good fee 1

where the beam win reach a point of hi.gh intensity.

find the val ue bf s for a comb i nat i on of three lenses, we

must first define the following.
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The effective focal length for a combination of two lenses

is -defined:

where all nomenc I ature is as above.

(2)

This value must be

determined for the first two elements as must the value of

s from equation 1.

The distance to the combination secondary principal point

measured from the pr i nc i pal po i nt of - the second lens is

defined as:

z=s-f (3)

[It should be noted that Z IS positive if it falls to the

. right of lens 2, and negative if it falls to the left (as

seen in figure Al) .J

This must also be found for the first two elements.

Knowing all of this information, the final focal length for

the combination can be found as follows:

f 3 (f-(d-z))
scomb3 f+f 3 - (d-z) (4)

where-f3 is the focal length of the third el~ment,_ f is the

,effective focal length of the first two elements, d is the
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/

distance 'between the second and third le11~es, and z is

deTined ~s above.

Experiments were done uSlng a telephoto combination oT
; ...-, ..~:

lenses Tol lowed by a laser Tocusing singlet. The focal

lengths in turn were 300mm, -100mm, and 900mm. The lenses

in the telephoto combination were spaced 212mm apart, with

the 1aser s i ng~et' spaced ,140mm Turther back. ·'The

combination Tocal length was 357.6mm.

j •
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)APPENDIX B-~INTERROGATION PROCESS

As mentioned in the section detailing· the Particle

Image Velocimetry technique, the actual analysis of the

photographic test negatives is known as interrogation. The

apparatus used to accompl ish this task appears in figure

Bl. The interrogation apparatus and control program PDV

were obtained from Fluid Flow Diagnostics.

X-Y Traverse

CDHU CaMera
Collecting

Lens

Fourier /Lens
Mask "-
n

1
FIGURE Bl

Interroga t;cn Appara tus

HeNe Laser

The photogi-aph i c negat i ve to be interrogated 1 s placed

in the traverse as detailed in the figure. The traverse

consists of a slide holder that can be moved along ~wo axes

by a pair of Klinger stepping motors. The stepping motors

are adjusted so that the HeNe laser beam, also pictured in

the figure, is incident upon the negative at the lower left

hand corner. F-rorn here on, the processing is controlled by
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the computer (running program PDV, again from Fluid Flow

.-Diagnostics). These stepping motors will be use.d to move

the negative frame so the negative can be completely'

scanned by the laser.

The laser I ight will ill uminate a very small area of
, .

the negative (apx. 0.5 mm2 ) before passing into the Fourier

transflDrm lens also pictured in figure B1. The Fourier

Transform lens is nothing more than a standard , double

conve~ . lens positioned to take advantage of a lense's

natural ability to perform two-dimensional optical Fourier

transforms. This phenomenon occurs due to the varying

diffraction rates found at different positions on a lens

(due to the differences in th i ckness) . The vary i ng rates

of diffraction will sause phase differences of the

transmitted light, again depending on the location on the-
lens that the light passes through. This phase difference,

for a single location, can be represented as follows:

t(x,y)=exp[ikn~oJ exp[-i 2kf (x2 + y2)J

where n 1S the index of refraction of the lens, f is its

focal length, ~o 1s the reference lens th i ckness (i n th i s

case, the thickness at the midpoint), x and y represent

positions measured from a ~eference point, k is a constant

and i represents the square root of -1.

Through a derivation appearing 1n Goodman (1968), for an

object at a set distance d' in front of the lens, a surface

integration can be performed on the 'above, showing that an

optical Fourier transform of the illumination of the object

will appear at the focal 1ength of the 1ens. The opt i cal

character of this transform will depend on the nature of

the object involved.

If more than one object 1S within the field of

illumination, the variance in phase in the light will cause
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an interference pattern to form at the same location.

These signals combine in a convolution pattern. This

interference pattern therefore contains information that

relates the optical orientaion of the various objects. The

visible form of this information IS a Young's fringe

pattern formed in the Fourier plane.

In the Particle Image Velocimetry technique, when the

Laser illuminates a small area of the negative, the objects

causing the formation of the interference pattern will be

the small mumber particle images within the illuminated

area. Given proper spacing, the interference pattern will

produce Young's fringes.

This Young's fringe pattern is characterized by

parallel rows of light and darkness, with a given

orientation and spacing. The pattern appears visibly on

the screen due to the positioning of a collecting lens and

a video camera at the image point of the fourier lens. The

contrast of the fr'inge's can be adjusted in order to

expedite interpretation. The mask appearing in figure B1

ahead of the collecting lens i~ present in order to protect

the camera from the direct light of the laser.

The image of the fringe is digitized after being

processed through a frame grabbing board of the computer.

A two dimensional FFT then performs an inverse Fourier

transform on the image. The result is mathematically

decomposed into five terms (as per Liu, Landreth, Adrian,

and Hanratty, 1991):

When represented on a contour plot the 2D inverse

transform demonstrates one large central peak Gp(s),

flanked by two smaller, equally distant satellite peaks

GD+,D-' and otherwise surrounded by noise. The relative
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distance between the satell i te peaks and the central peak

can be represented by distances 6.X and 6.Y .

. These values can be related to velocities as follows:

v-~
-6.t M

where 6.t represents the times between success i ve scans of

the laser beam, and M represents the magnification factor
~

incorporated in the photography. The program uti 1 ized for

this study represented the velocity vectors as a ratio of

the displacements since scanning time and magnification

apply in both directions.

The program used (again PDV) controls the stepping

motors and searches each area of the negat i vefor fringes.

If the generated fringe pattern meets a certain confidence

level selected by the use~, a velocity vector is generated.

Otherwise the fringes are rejected and the computer moves

on. A typical scan would include examination of a 32mm X

22mm negative at aproximately .5mm intervals.

Once PDV has run its course, the information can be

processed (using program CVPIV, by Magness, 1991) and

viewed (us.ing program V, by Robinson, .1991). This piece of

software allows for the e 1 iminat ion of errant vectors by

the user. It also provides various scaling and biasing

operation.s. The biasing operations are necessary if a

biasing mirror is used. They can also be used to

illustrate the turbulent velocity fields present by

somewhat lessening the effect of the mean flow velo<;:ity.

Final processing can include interpolation of any spaces

left within the initial data In order to provide a full

field of dat~ (done by program FILV, Robinson and Magness,

1991) . ProgramFILV also generates grid files of constant

vorticity. Using program SURFER (Golden Software, 1989),
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these fields of constant vorticity can be viewed in a

topological format.
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APPENDIX C--PROGRAM FANDANGO/BARFLY

The listing of program FANDANGO follows. A descriBtion

cif its purpose. can be found within the body of the thesis.

It was writt·en in TURBO. C, by Tim Corcoran and Jason Redi

(Lehigh Compo Eng.). Alternate copies may be listed within

the systems at Lehigh as program BARFLY . .This series of

programs simply presents the data in a normalized fashion.
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#define YPEAK 50
#define XPEAK 60
#define NUMFILES 15
#define FILENAMELEN 15
#define LOW_Y 0

int get infile(char [][]);
void get outfile () ;.
int readInput{) ;

\

/'1

main()
(
FILE *outfile=NULL,*outrmu=NULL,*outrmv=NULL,*outtur=NULL;
char filename [NUMFILES] [FILENAMELEN)i
int i=O; ..
float totalu[YPEAK][NUMFILES),totalv[YPEAK)[NUMFILES]i
float urms [YPEAK] [NUMFILES 1, vrms [YPEAK] [NUMFILES] , turb [YPEAK] [NUMFILES] i
float finalu[YPEAK],finalv[YPEAK],yidx=O;
float finalru[YPEAK] ,finalrv[YPEAK], finalt[YPEAK] i . ..
int fileindex,numfiles,yindex=Oi
float ytotal i
char format[80]='"1 i

float x,y,u,vi

printf("particle Image velocimetry Averaging System\n ll
);

printf("Jaso'n K. Redi --Tim Corcoran\n ll
) i .

printf("\nll ) i·
printf (lI\n ll ) i

/* initalize total U and total v as well as the finalu and finalv */
for (yindex=~iyindex<=YPEAKiyindex++)l

finalu[yindex]=o;
finalv[yindex]=Oi
finalru[yindex]=Oi
finalrv[yindex]=Oi
finalt[yindex]=Oi

for (fileindex~O;fileindex<=NUMFILESifileindex++)
totalu[yindex] [fileindex]=Oi
totalv[yindex] [fileindex]=Oi
vrms[yindex] [fileindex]=Oi
urms[yindex] [fileindex]=Oi
turb[yindex] [fileindex]=Oi

numfiles=get_infile(filename) i

get_outfile(&outfile,&outrmu,&outrmv,&outtur) i

ytotal=readinput(filename,totalu,totalv,urms,vrms,turb) i

'/* average all the val~es from all the files */
for (fileindex=Oifileindex<=numfilesifileindex++)
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......
for (yindex=Oiyindex<=ytotaliyindex++) {

finalv[yindex) +=totalv [yindex) [fileindex) i
finalu[yindex]+=totalu[¥index][fileindex)i
finalru[yindex]+=urms[y~ndex][fileindex)i
finalrv[¥index) +=vrms [¥index) [fileindex)i
finalt[y~ndex)+=turb[y~ndex)[fileindex)i

}

for (yindex=Oiyindex<=ytotaliyindex++)
finalu[yindex)/=numfiles+1i
finalv[yindex)/=numfiles+1i
finalru[yindex)/=numfiles+1i
finalrv[¥index)/=numfiles+1i
finalt[y~ndex)/=numfiles+1i

}

/* do output! */

%12.6e

· X=Oi "
V=Oi
¥total=(ytotal)*(.5)i
~=Oi

strcpy(format," "%12.6e %12.6e
printf("Writing output files.\n ll ) i
for (yidx=Oiyidx<=ytotaliyidx+=O.5) {

fprintf(outfile,format,x,yidx,finalu[i),V)i

fprintf(outrmu,format,x,yid~,finalru[i),v)i
f~

fprintf(outrmv,format,x,yidx,finalrv[i),v)i

fprintf(outtur,format,x,yidx,finalt[i),v) i

i++;
}

fprintf{outfile,format,l.0,0.0,0.0,0.0);
fprintf(outrmu,format,1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0)i

(
/ fprintf(outrmv,format,l.o,O.O,o.o,o.O) i

I fprintf(outtur,.format, 1. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0.0) i

fclose(outfile) i
fclose(outrmu) ;
fclose(outrmv) i
fclose(outtur) ;

%12.6e\n")i

int get infile(filenames) _
char fiIenames[NUMFILES) [FILENAMELEN];
(
int fileindex=O;

printf(IIEnter the data file names<CR>, hit only <CR> to finish:\n- II );

printf ("%15sFile number %d =>"," ", fileindex+l) i "

while « strcmp ( (gets (filenames [fileindex)) ) , 1111) ! =0)
&& (file~ndex<=NUMFILES» {
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fileindex++; ~
printf (li%15sF~1.e number %d =>11, II II, fileindex+1) ;
}

.printf(lI\n ll ) ;

return(fileindex-1);

void get outfile(outfile,outrrnu,outrrnv,outtur)
FILE **outfile,**outrrnu,**outrrnv,**outtur;
{ .

~ char outf~lename[FILENAMELEN]=III1;

.~!/extfilename[FILENAMELEN]=1I11;

while (1) {

printf(IIPlease enter an output file name (with no extension) :11);

if (strcmp( (gets (outfilename) ) ,1111)==0);

else. if «*outfile=fopen(outfilename, IIr ll » !=NULL)
printf(l'HEY! Your file al:i"eady exists!\n ll );

printf(IIPlease enter another name: II };
) /* end if */

else if « *outfile=fopen (outfilename, IIW II ) ) ==NULL) {
printf(IISorry, you outputfile cannot be opened for some reason.\n ll };

printf(IIPlease enter another one: II );
} /* en~ else -if */

else (
strcpy(extfilename,outfilename) ;
strcat(extfilename,lI.rrnu ll

);

if «*outrrnu=fopen(extfilename, IIW II ) )==NULL)
printf(lIcouldn't create outrrnu\n ll

);

exit (1) ;
} .

strcpy(extfilename,outfilename);
strcat(extfilename,lI.rmv ll

);

if «*outrrnv=fopen(extfilename, IIW II ) )==NULL)
printf(lIcouldn't create outrmv\n ll

);

exii;:(l);
}

strcpy(extfilename,outfilename)i
strcat(extfilename,lI.tur ll

) ;

if «*outtur=fopen(extfilename, IIW II ) )==NULL)
printf(lIcouldn't create outtur \n ll

);

exit(l);
)

return;
) /*end else */

/* end· while */

)
/* end get_outfile() */
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int readinput(filename,totalu,totalv,urms,vrms,turb)
char filename(NUMFlLES)(FILENAMELEN)i
float totalu[YPEAK)(NUMFlLES),totalv[YPEAK)[NUMFILES)i .
float urms(YPEAK)(NUMFILES),vrms[YPEAK)[NUMFILES),turb(YPEAK)[NUMFILES)i
{
FILE *inputfile=NULLi
int fileindex=Oi
int yindex,xindex=O,xcounti
int ytotal=Oi
float x,y,u,v,lastYi .
float vsqt=O,usqt=O,tinst=o,uprime=O,vprime=Oi
float mat~(XPEAK)(YPEAK) ,matv[XPEAKHYPEAK) i

yindex=Oi

/* Do all the work -> loop until we find a <CR> as a filename */
while (strcmp(filename(fileindex), 1111) !=O} (

ytotal=Oi
/* open the file-> make sure it is there */

. if « inputfile=fopen (filename [fileindex), "r") ) ! =NULL) (.
printf("processing file :%s\n",filename[fileindex);
lasty=LOW Y;

while (fscanf(inputfile," %f %f %f %f",&x,&y,&U,&v)==4){

if (lasty! =y) (

l yindex++i
. xindex=O i
. ) /* end if */

totalu[yindex] [fileindex)+=ui
totalv(yindex] (fileindex)+=vi .
matu[x~ndex)[y~ndex)=ui

matv[xindex) [yindex)=vi

lastY=Yi
} /* end while*/

ytotal=yindex;
. yindex=O i

while (yindex<=ytotal)
usqt=Oi
vsqt=O i
tinst=Oi

totalv[yindex] [fileindex)/=xindex;
totalu[yindex] [fileindex)/=xindexi

for(xcount=lixcount<=xindexixcount++} (
uprime=matu[xcount) [yindex)-totalu[yindex] [filei
vprime=matv[xcount) [yindex)-totalv[yindex) [filei

usqt+=(uprime*uprime) i
vsqt+=(vprime*vprime) i

tinst+=(uprime*vprime) i
}

usqt/=
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xindexi
vsqt/=xindex;
tinst/=xindex;

turb[yindex] [fileindex]=tinst;
urms[yindex] [fileindex]=sqrt(usqt) ;
vrms[yindex] [fileindex]=sqrt(vsqt) i

yindex++i

} /*end while */

yindex=O;
xindex=O;
lasty=Oi
) /* end if */

/* else bad file name */
else (

printf( II Can ' t find file %s!\n",filename[fileindex]) i
printf ("going on to the next file %s. \n ll

, filename{fileindex+l]) ;

) /* end else */
printf (IIDone. \n") ;
fclose(inputfile) ;
fileindex++i

} /* end while */
printf (IILeaving read_input () \n") ;
r.eturn (ytotal) ;

} /* end get_input */
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